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GENERAL INFO 

Full Name: Ahmad Fathy Location: Fayoum, Fayoum, Egypt 
Date Of Birth:  20th of February 1997 Military Status: exempted 
Nationality: Egyptian Email: ahmadfathydev@gmail.com 
 

SUMMARY 

 I am a full stack web developer enjoying what I am doing and a learning addict. 
 I started learning web development in 2016 by learning front-end. 
 And I fell in love with it so I could not stop myself from studying back end too. 
 Now I am a full stack web developer using JAVASCRIPT in almost all of my works. 
 Recently I write some articles about web development on my blog. 
 

EDUCATION 
Specific Education College Education Technology Department El-Fayoum University 
2016-2020: While studing at college I was aiming to be the first on my department and biside 
this goal I was hoping to be a web developer, So I was studing web development (self-study) 
beside the academic study.   
July 2020: I graduated and I earned the FRIST place in my department and the SECOND 
place in my college with GPA : 3.675.  And I got an A+ in my graduation project. 
 

SKILLS 
Fluent: Html, Css, JavaScript, Vue.js, Vuex, Ajax.  
Intermediate: Jquery, Nuxt, Bootstrap, Sass, Pug, Ejs, Node.js/Express, MongoDB/Mongoose, 
Canvas, SVG, Git/Github, Three.js, P5.js, Socket.io. 
Familiar with: React, Php, Mysql, C++, Visual Basic, NativeScript, Electron.  
In process: GraphQL. 
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
TECHNO EGABY:I made it with my friend when I was in college for initiative called “Techno 
Egaby” to raise the awareness against corona viruse.(php, mysql, bootstrap, js, ajax). 
Code: https://github.com/ahmadfathy97/Techno-Egaby 
 
PROJECTS 

o ICC: My graduation project that helps people to know the inner components of the computer by 
giving them interactive 3D objects attached to some information about the components.(three.js, 
electron, html, css). 
Code: https://github.com/ahmadfathy97/icc 

o Habshtakanat: Is a blog website you can Share your experiences with your followers and get 
some feedback about it, And learn new things in different fields from the people you are 
following. (Express , Mongodb, Vue.js, ajax, Bootstrap ). 
 API code: https://github.com/ahmadfathy97/api 
Front End Code: https://github.com/ahmadfathy97/using-my-api-with-vue 

o Genuine: This project is an Ecommerce website. (Express, Mongodb, Ejs, Bootstrap, Paypal-SDK). 
o 10-js-projects: I love to challenge myself so I decided to make 10 projects with different technologies 

as I could. (Chartjs, Electron, Threejs, Vue.js, Express, Mongodb, Socket.io, NativeScript, Face-API,  
P5.js). 

o Arabic2franko: This project is a package that converts arabic to franko. 
Code: https://github.com/ahmadfathy97/arabic2franko 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
JUN 2020 – MAY 2021: Full stack developer - Freelancer. 
 I built front end projects like ‘ برايل بالمصري’ , full stack projects like ‘MI FINANCE’ and I built 

some APIs and fixed some issues in different websites. 
 I was flexible to choose the technologies that suits the projects the most. 

MAY 2021 – AUG 2021: Front end developer at SSD company. 
 Using vue.js framework and some plugins I helped build care website and its dashboard. 
 helped my co-workers to develop their skills in vue.js. 

 
See my portfolio and more here Ahmad Fathy 
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